EdTOA Executive Board Meeting
UB Phone Bridge January 7, 2009
On the call were Peter, Dave G., Dave McQuin, Roseann, Bill, Brad (joined later). ((Is
that everyone?))
Meeting called to order at 9:10 AM
Treasurer’s Report and Regional Reports tabled until next EB meeting.
Opened with discussion on Virtual STC, and what of the sessions we were originally
planning for STC-2009 would or wouldn't play out well "virtually."
--Went through List of session ideas for face to face conference.
--A session on new Green Technology still sounds good to us.
--A session on what to do with old technology (proper environmental disposal & other
options) still seems interesting to us. So was the off-shoot idea of keeping your old
technology working in some fashion or another, as it's going to become increasingly
difficult to afford new gear every year – shelf life will have to be extended – how to “beef
up” existing technologies.
--A session on Media Site (originally proposed by Brad at Cortland). This was
discussed back & forth for a while. It could still be a viable session, depending on what
form the Virtual STC takes & if we can have more than one EdTOA-an with Media Site
experience help lead the discussion.
--Brad will have an example up before next conference call.
--A session on Digital Signage was discussed. We've had sessions on the technology
itself in the past by vendors of specific products. Bill mentioned this may not be a
presentation that would work well in a virtual format, but security & other issues still
make it an interesting topic.
--Video over IP was briefly discussed, as was SmartBoards, TouchPanels & Interwrite
Pads. Dave M. still has a contact in Albany that is willing to present on Copyright
issues, and we all agree this is still a popular topic.

Discussions on other proposed sessions was tabled until after the format of the Virtual
STC is decided.
Meeting adjourned approximately 10:20 am.
Respectfully Submitted by Bill and Peter 
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